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DRY NEEDLING

Red Coral needles are parylene coated for smooth insertion, delivering pain-free treatments. Made from high quality German stainless steel. Myotech features a 
micro-channelled needle body, delivering pain-free treatments. Bulk discounts available online only. *Price excludes 100mm needles.

RED CORAL MYOTECH
Myofascial dry needles. Bevelled 
handle for grip. Box of 100.

1-9 boxes $17.20* ea
10+ boxes $16.20* ea

RED CORAL PREMIUM
Japanese style handle. 
Box of 100.

1-9 boxes $13.95 ea
10+ boxes $12.95 ea

RED CORAL J-TYPE
Colour coded moulded plastic 
handle. Box of 100.

1-9 boxes $12.50 ea
10+ boxes $11.50 ea

RED CORAL NATURAL
Chinese spring type handle 
with guide tubes. Box of 100.

1-9 boxes $9.00* ea
10+ boxes $8.25* ea

$12.55 $11.25 $8.10*
30+ boxes

$15.50*
30+ boxes 30+ boxes 30+ boxes

AXIS ALCOHOL WIPES

CODE: 6818

 $4.90 $4.00 box of 200

SHARPS CONTAINER

CODE: SHARPS-BD14   1.4 litres   $8.60 $7.50
 SHARPS-BD5 5 litres   $15.00 $13.50

PROTEX WHITE NITRILE GLOVES

CODE: 36361431   extra small
 36361432 small
 36361433 medium

36361434   large
36361435   extra large

$9.50 $8.10 per box

OPC MASSAGE BALL
100mm ball with massage nodules. Colours vary.

CODE: OPCMBX single $6.50 $5.40
 OPCMB24-R 24pk refill $127.00 $115.00
 OPCMB24 24pk display $135.00 $127.00

COSMA CREAM
White massage cream. 435g 
tub. All natural ingredients.

CODE: CMC500

$21.00 $17.00 each

HYDRO 2 OIL MASSAGE & BODY OIL
Made using the highest grade vegetable oils. Non-greasy. 
Fully water dispersible. Does not stain towels or equipment.

Grip n’ Glide Gel features fast absorption and assists in 
providing more grip in remedial and deep tissue work.

CODE: HOES-1 Extreme Sport 1l $20.00 $18.00
 HOMJ-1 Muscle & Joint 1l $20.00 $18.00
 HOUN-1 Unscented 1l $18.00 $15.00
 HOGG Grip n’ Glide Gel 700ml  $18.00  $15.00

POINT OF RELIEF
Trigger-point and myofascial release 
tool. Made from rubber silicone. 
Mixed colours. Height: 8cm.

CODE: POR

$24.00 $20.00 each

PREMAX
The new formula Premax Original 
has arrived. The light, non-greasy 
formulation has been re-engineered 
with natural ingredients for improved 
grip, control and longevity. 

For a lighter massage cream, try 
Premax Arnica or Essential.

CODE: PMCA arnica $23.50 $20.00
 PMCE essential   $23.50 $20.00
 PMCO original $24.75 $21.00
 PMCL lotion  $23.00 $20.00
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CONSUMABLES

SOODOX PAIN  RELIEF CREAM 
For temporary relief of mild arthritis, 
joint pain, muscular pain and aches.  
 
No heat. Low odour. Non-greasy 
formulation. Made using 100% 
natural active 
ingredients. Safe for 
daily use. Australian 
made. 100g.

CODE: SD100

$13.50 $12.60 each

$12.00ea 
for 6 or more 

 in the same order

EXERCISE

™

®

CANDO EXERCISE BAND LOOP
High quality exercise band pre-formed into a loop.

CODE:
25CM 105251 yellow $5.00 $3.70
 105252 red $6.00 $4.60
 105253 green $6.50 $5.40
 105254 blue $7.00 $6.30
 105255 black $8.00 $7.10

38CM 105261 yellow $5.50 $4.90
 105262 red $6.60 $5.90
 105263 green $7.30 $6.50
 105264 blue $8.50 $7.60 
 105265 black $9.50 $8.40

OPC GO BAND
45m quality resistive exercise band.

CODE: 106421 yellow $55.00 $48.00
 106422 red $60.00 $52.00
 106423 green $65.00 $56.00
 106424 blue $70.00 $60.00
 106425 black $75.00 $61.60
 106426 silver $80.00 $64.00 

OPC TUBING
30m in a convenient dispenser box.

CODE: 105521 yellow $48.00 $41.00
 105522 red $52.00 $45.00
 105523 green $57.00 $49.00
 105524 blue $61.50 $54.00
 105525 black $66.00 $58.00
 105526 silver $71.00 $62.00

FOAM ROLLER
Premium quality foam rollers.

30CM FR3017 blue
 FR3027 black
 FR3037 red

$14.50 $13.00 each

90CM FR3018 blue
 FR3028 black
 FR3038 red

$31.50 $28.00 each

TENS

CHATTANOOGA PRIMERA TENS NMES
Dual channel TENS and NMES unit. Assymetrical, rectangular biphasic with zero DC current waveform. 
Includes eight TENS and 6 NMES preset programs. 

Package includes PRIMERA Unit, case, 9V battery, leads, 5cm round Durastick Electrodes.

CODE: 77621

$145.00 $125.00 each

DENTONS PILLOWS
Designed and manufactured in Australia for 
over 30 years, Dentons uses advanced 
polyurethane technology to lovingly 
make a range of premium and 
innovative pillows for deeply 
therapeutic benefits.

CODE: multiple styles,
 see website for details

10% off
the entire range
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BRACES & SUPPORTS

ORFICAST MORE
With double the thickness of the current Orficast, the innovative 
“More” version of our knitted thermoplastic fabric gives you the 
ability to meet a whole new range of clinical applications. It has 
more material per roll for more orthotic applications that will help 
more patients.

CODE: OF4035 blue 6cm x 3m $104.00 $91.52
 OF4037 blue 12cm x 3m $194.00 $170.72
 OF4039 blue 15cm x 3m $231.00 $203.28

MED SPEC CMC-X
The “X” strap is easily adjusted to 
position the first metacarpal in the desired 
degree of abduction. Adjustable stay. 
Breathable and hypoallergenic material.

CODE: multiple sizes, 
 see website for details

$34.00 $25.00 each

MED SPEC CUBITAL TUNNEL BRACE
Low profile night splint that holds the elbow 
in a neutral position. Adjustable aluminium 
stay. Middle strap can be removed.

CODE: 223444 sml-med 15-38cm
 223446 med-lrg 25.4-48.2cm

$65.00 $45.00 each

MED SPEC TRIPOD WRIST LACER
The ulnar, palmar and dorsal aluminium stays 
work in concert to restrict radial-ulnar deviation 
and minimise flexion-extension of the wrist.

CODE: multiple sizes, 
 see website for details

$2700 $24.00 each

ORTHO-FOAM PIP EXTENSION SPLINT
Increase PIP joint extension.

CODE: NC85501-1 X small 5.7cm
 NC85501-2 small 6.7cm
 NC85501-3 medium 7.6cm
 NC85501-4 large 8.6cm
 NC85501-5 X large 10cm

$38.50 $28.00 each

3PP ELBOW POP SPLINT
Applies an adjustable point of pressure. Will 
not slip or roll. Includes two pressure pads.

CODE: P4003-23 sml-med 15.25-25.4cm
 P4003-45 med-lrg 25.4-35.56cm

$42.00 $36.00 each

3PP WRIST POP SPLINT
Applies adjustable compression over 
the distal ulna and a counterpoint of 
pressure under the distal radius.

CODE: P3030-23 sml-med 12.7-22.8cm
 P3030-34 med-lrg 22.85-27.9cm

$50.00 $44.00 each

3PP DESIGN LINE THUMB SPLINT
Wrap-around strap to lift and support 
the CMC joint. Adjustable thumb 
strap.  Removable stay.

CODE: multiple colours & sizes,
 see website for details

$58.00 $48.00 each

MANU 3D POLLEX
Now available in black and grey. 
New breathable material.

CODE: multiple sizes, 
 see website for details

$39.60 $36.00 (black & grey only)

MANU 3D
Now available in black and grey. 
New breathable material.

CODE: multiple sizes, 
 see website for details

$33.80 $29.00 (black & grey only)

MANU NEUREXA PLUS
Fully adjustable wrist hand orthosis for patients 
with weakness as a result of neurological 
conditions.Stabilises and supports the wrist and 
hand in a natural, neutral position. Can be used 
separately or attached to the Omo Neurexa Plus.

CODE: 28P30

$200.00 each
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All prices exclude GST & delivery added where applicable. Strictly for OPC Health wholesale customers only. Minimum order quantities may apply. No rainchecks. On sale until sold out. 
Valid until Friday 30th November 2018 unless otherwise noted. Prices are not applicable to customers with negotiated ongoing special pricing. Pictures are for illustrative purposes only. 
Orthotic & Prosthetic Centre Pty Ltd trading as OPC Health. 151-159 Turner Street, Port Melbourne, Victoria 3207. ABN: 26 454 494 673, ACN: 005 863 525

CONTACT US

T: 03 9681 9666 (Melbourne metro)  F: 03 9681 9366 (Melbourne metro)  E: sales@opchealth.com.au 
 1800 809 635 (national freecall) 1800 172 488 (national freecall) www.opchealth.com.au OPC HEALTH

v HOT & COLD

v TAPES

OPC PREMIUM SPORTS TAPE
Premium quality rigid strapping tape. Strong zinc 
oxide adhesive. 38mm x 10m. Drum of 8 rolls. 

CODE: OPCT38DD

$29.00 $26.10 per drum

STRAPIT PRO STRAPPING TAPE
Tan coloured, hand tearable rigid 
strapping tape. 13.7m roll.

CODE: SI2   38mm 30 rolls
 SI3   50mm 20 rolls

$178.00 $160.20 per box

FIXOMULL
Aggressive adhering hypoallergenic 
underwrap. 10m roll.

CODE: 02036-00 5cm $11.00 $10.10
 02037-00 10cm $20.95 $20.10

STRAPIT FIXIT PRO
Hypoallergenic underwrap tape with strong, 
latex-free adhesive. Two-way stretch. 10m roll.

CODE: SI19 5cm $9.30 $7.90
 SI23 10cm $17.00 $14.10

JTECH MUSCLE TESTING

JTECH COMMANDER ECHO WIRELESS MUSCLE TESTER
Wirelessly transfer objective testing data in real-time. Calculate 
maximum average strength as well as bilateral deficits for 
evaluating quality and fatigue of muscle contraction.

CODE: 120514   Echo Base Console & 

 Echo Muscle Tester      $2395

JTECH COMMANDER POWERTRACK II MMT
Quickly and accurately quantify muscle strength and identify areas of 
weakness with the Commander Muscle Tester

•	 Quantify bilateral strength differences
•	 Identify patterns of weakness
•	 Provide objective measure of strength

Other modules available:
120511 Dual Inclinometer
120515 Grip Dynamometer

120517 Algometer
120519 Pinch Dynamometer

120521 Goniometer
120523 Static Force Gauge Kit

CODE: 120383   $1,550 $1,395

GRIPIT ADVANCE
New synthetic material, stronger hypoallergenic adhesive. 
The most waterproof and innovative kinesiology tape on 
the market. Does not fray when cut. 50mm x 5m rolls.

CODE: GRA5-2 black GRA5-4 pink
 GRA5-3 tan  GRA5-5 blue

$12.90 $11.00 per box

WRAP-ON ICE
Multipurpose cold and hot therapy. Compression strap holds the flexible gel pack in place, which 
contours to the body. Reusable. 270mm x 130mm, 500g.

CODE: WOI-PR gel pack single $6.00

 WOI-PRB gel pack bulk (24) $135.00

 WOI-R1 gel pack & wrap $12.00

 WOI-R1B gel pack & wrap bulk (24)   $260.00

WOI-R2 2 gel packs & wrap $17.00

WOI-R2B 2 gel packs & wrap bulk (12)   $182.00

GRIPIT ADVANCE KTAPE PACK
•	 2x 31.5m rolls (1 black, 1 tan)
•	 5x 5m rolls (1 black, 2 tan, 1 pink, 1 blue)

CODE: GRAPRO $180.00 per pack
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